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ABSTI"{!\CT

The second order pseudopotential theory is applied to the

calculation of stackin� fault ener�ies for the noble metals and

their alloy systems with tin and zinc. The theory fails to simulate

the known experimental values and the failure is linked to the

failure of the characteristic shape function, which is inherent to

the calculations.
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INTRODUCTION

While a singularly perfect cryst�l may be aesthetically inter

esting, it is important to ralize that almost all the uni4ue

properties of a solid material arise from imperfection� in the

crystal structure. Furthermore, the study of defects in materials

is a tool for the testing of the predictions of crystalline theory.

One relatively simple defect, and one that is well suited to simple

analysis, is that of the stackin� faults. Second order pseudopoten

tial theory has been applied with some success to the calculation of

stacking fault energies in simple metals. However, when the t�eory

has been applied to copper? it has failed to obtain the experimental

results. This paper examines the application of the theory to other

noble metals, namely to silver and gold. Of particular attention

is the variation of the stacking fault en�rgy with the electron to

atom ratio, Z. This alloying situtation is the area where the

descrepancy has been most apparent.

Format follows style of Nuclear Technology.
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THEORY

A. Stackine faults and Crystal Structure

Two types of important, metallic crystals, hexagonal close-

,

packed and face centered cubic, consist of planes of hexa�ons with

one plane Loc a ted in the valle)" sites of the adjac en t planes. The

arrangement of atoms into a hexagonal plane leaves six valley sites.

(See Figure I) Three of these sites constitute the placement of

the next plane of atoms. For example, in Figure 1, if the atom

centers of the original plane are designated as A, then the atom

centers of the next atomic plane can be located with its atom

centers on either the B locations or on the C locations. Therefore,

two different orientations of the planes exist. In one orientation,

the first plane is designated A, the second plane, B, and the third

layer occupies the C lattice sites. This sequence is called A�B-C

stacking and is characteristic of the face centered cubic structure.

(F C C) (See Figure II) The second possihle orientation of the

planes occurs when the third plane of atoms is located directly

above the first layer in the lattice site designated A. This type

of stacking sequence is found in hexagonal close-packed structures.

(H C p) (See Figure II)

A stacking fault then, occurs whenever one of the planes in a

normal space lattice shifts, causing an irregularity in the stack

ing sequence. In the FCC type structure there are three distinct

forms of the stacking fault: the intrinsic fault, the extrinsic

fault, Rnd the twin, or mirror fault. (See Figure III) The

-2-



intrinsic fault involves the removing of D.. plane, or partial plane

of atoms from the lattice. The extrinsic fault is an added plane

of atoms inserted into the lattice structure. The twin fault is

a bit more complicated, involving a shift of an entire subcrystal,

from the A-B-C-A-B-C sequence of t:JC normal La t t Lc c , to an A-B-C-B-

A-C-B. On either side of the f�ult line i� a perfect subcrystal of

the proper stacking sequence.

B. Energy Relationshins

In examining the energy relationships of metalJic structures,

it is important to keep in mind some basic facts about the atomic

nature of metals. Unlike covalent or ionic bonding structures,

FIGURE I: Schematic Representation of Lattice Planes
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metala have a free electron gas--that is, the outer, valence

electrons are free to move t h r o u g ho u t the lattice. Host me t a Ls

have rather low ionization ener�ies reflecting low electron affini

ties. Covalent bonds between melal atoms, then, do not lead to

energetically favorable bonding states. Contrary to this logic

however, metals form very stron� and stable structures. The key

to the stability of the metallic bond is found in the relatively

free nature of the electron gas. Consider for simplicity, two

ions with a single electron between them. (See Figure IV) The

potential energy of each ion due to the electron, consists of two

components: a coulombic, attractive energy between the positive

ion and the negative electron, and a repulsive energy d�e to the

interactions of the free electron_with the core electrons of the

ion. This repulsive energy is due partly to the coulombic force

FCC H C P

A A

B B

C A

A B

B A

C B

A A

B B

C A

_1+_

FIGURE II: Stacking Sequences
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between like charges, but at short range, the Pauli Exclusion

Principle becomes dominant. The Pauli Exclusion Principle states

that two electrons can never occupy the same quantum state. If

then, the energy of the electron is plotted vrs. the distance from

the ion, as in Figure V, it Can be seen that the negative, attrac

tive energy component follows Coulombs law of electrostatics and

is just _Z_e2/r. 1
The repulsive force arises quickly at the radius

of the atom, and causes spike increases in the ener�y, one for each

core electron shell. The net result of these two contributions is

slightly attractive and therefore the electron gas, that is, the
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sharing of free electrons by several atoms, results in a significant

favorable energy contribution to the e tab i.Li.t y of the crystal.

c. Pseudopotential rI'heo�

In order to calculate the 3tackin� fault .energies of a crystal, it

� necessary to 2xamine these energy relations in light of more

recent developments from quantum theory. While the ion cores

account for about 15% of the vclume of the crystal, the free e Le c »

trons are extremely transparent both to the cores and to other free

electrons. Basically, there are two explainations of this behavior.

First, wave theory holds that waves are free to propa�ate in an

orderly, .periodic array. Thus, the free electron waves avoid

interaction with th0 ion cores� The second explaination is that

the Pauli Exclusion Principle inhibits the interaction of free

electrons with themselves.

The free elactron model, however, fails to explain some very

FIGURE IV: Electron Energy Contributions
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important characteristics of crystals. When the wave number, k, is

plotted against energy, e, the plot is continuous to infinity. (See

Figure VIa) However, in a lattice structure, Brag� reflection of

the electron wave occurs and ener�y values for which the wave

equation is insoluble arise. This causes band gaps to occur in the

quantum structure. (See Figure Vlb) Small band gars, as are found

in metals, result from a weak scattering potential.2 This, however,

does not imply that the actual atomic potential is weak, but rather

just that the scattering potential is weak. It is convienent� then.

to replace the actual potential by an effective potential wnich

2
results in the same scattering power. This is the pseudopotential.

FIGURE V: Electron Energy vs. Radius
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The Fourier transform of the pseunopotential into q space is equal

to one half the magniturle of the band
2

v,ap. If the ps e u d o no t e n t La L

is just a measure of the scattering pC1;("�r)tial of t h e ion, then it

may be considered as just the averale of the spiked, repulsive

energy within the boundries of r in Figure V.
o

While the PGeudopotential accounts for electron-ion interactions,

the relationship between the electrons themselves are considered via

a correction factor. Known as a screening function, G, it is a

dielectric function which describes the response of the o Le c t r on

b
. .. 4

gas to the pertur atlon caus�d bv tne lon cores.

FIGURE VI: Band Structure of Metal Crystals
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FOJ:<MULATION

A. The Calcul0tion�1 Model

Two mathematical models have be�n proposed to calculate stack-

.

fault energies; a q-space formulation and an asyptotic, real-space

f or mu 1a t ion. Bot h model s a s �, umet h [1 t t h � S ta C kin g fa u I ten e r rr,.y t 6' ,

can be expressed as a sum of the interactions of neighboring planes

of atoms, or:

00

� = a� NCn)!fCnh)
n=2

ll)

where: l/ICnh) = A characteristic function designating the

interaction between planes. Depends on the

planer spacing ,h, and the plane number,n.

a = A constant for a given alloy and composition.

The q-space formulation uses an entirely numerical characteristic

function calculated from the Fourier transformed-q-space-consider

ations.5 The asymptotic model is based on real space planer inter

numerical functions.6 According to theactions rather than

Blandin-Friedel-Saada6 formulation, the planer interactions can be

expressed as sinusoidal functions of the distance between the plane

in question and the actual fault plane. This theory is known as

the asymptotic theory because it further assumes that for n=2 and

greater, the function has reached its asymptotic value.

The series function is dependent upon the valance electrons per

atom ratio, Z, and includes the weighting function, NCn). For
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intrinsic faults and for Z>Zc=1.14, Leribaux7 gives the function as:

(C>

¢ = 2_
n=l

sinUn8)
3n

sin (3n-1) e
(3n-l) (2 )

Since sinusoidal series such as equation 2 are difficult to evaluate,

I 6
Blandin et al use an analytical calculation:

f(8) (4 )

where: fee)
eo

-- L
n=l

cos (e)
n

= (5)

and: r(e) = -8 O <e<_sr_
3

2 1r
JI _

= ( tr - e) < 8 < 2_!_!_
3 3

= (211" - 8) 4rr < 0 < 2fl"
3

(6)

The 'a' coefficient for intrinsic faults is the pseudopotential

calculation of the energy of an atomic plane, and is given as:7

2
ot kF

a = ----

(2 n) 3 Z2
(7)

where: kF = wave number of the Fermi Surface.

(8)
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W(2kF) is the screened pseudopotential for� factor.

G(2kF) is the self consistent screening function that

accounts for the effects of the electron-elcc-

tron interaction of the electron gas.

Using the free electron metal model?:

(9)

where: S1 = the average atomic volume of the alloy.

Thus, for Z > Zc' the intrinsic stacking fault energy can be calculated

as:

� = a rj (10)
1.

where ¢ is from equation (3) and 'a' is from equatio� (6)c

For the case where Z < Z a lit t le d ifferen t calc ulat ion is used.
c

The stacking f��lt energy is:

t. = a
' �,

1.
(11)

where:

2
0( k.F' �

a' =----«2/Z)-1)'-
(2 rr) 3 Z2 c

(12)

¢' =

-29
-e

-38
e

59
-e

-69
e

(13)+ + +
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e _. 5. 6 7 (Z
( 2 /3)

_ z
( 2 /3 ) )

"h
c

(14 )

and where the oLher values are defined as before.

B. Input Data

The actual �alculations were conducted ucing the computer

program listed in Appendix I. The screening function used was for

a typical monovalent meta17,6 and was 0.60. The values of W(2k)

r» 8 19
and I)t,.. are from Horiarty or f1e/Y}c; as summarized in Table 1.

Both the pseudopotentials and the atomic volumes used were wei�hted

by the relative concentrations of the alloy, usin� the followin�

formulas:

(15)

where: CB = concentration of the base metal.

WB(2kF) = pseudopotential of base me t a l.,

WA(2kF) = pseudopotential of alloying element.

JlB = atomic volume of base metal.

t1A. = atomic volume of alloying e Le me n t.
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TABU; 1

KNOWN INPUT INFORMA1ION

METAL PSEUDOPOTENTIAL

+
o .12� 6Copper

+
o .10i+15Gold

Silver
+

0.07�95
•

Zinc 0.04

Tin ,. 0.025

ATOMIC VOLUf"iE
--------------------------------.--------

VALENCE

79.68 1

114.4 1

115.1 1

102.65 2

230.73 4

+F M· t
(8)

rom or i.ar y
, >
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RESULTS

The stacking fault energies for seven alloy systems were

calculated t namely: Copper-Zinc t Copper-Tin, Gold-Zinc, Gold-'rin

.

Silver-Zinc, Silver-Tin, and Aluminum-Zinc. The results are shown

in Figures VII-XII, and Figure XIV. The aluminum-zinc curve is

shown to show the ability of second order tneory to predict the

stacking fault energy of simple metals and in this respect it does

quit� well. The calculated fault ener�ies in all the curves, are

plotted from the formulas developed earlier, (Blandin et �1)6 and

are compared to experimental results. The experimental numbers

come from the sources indicated on the figures as they were reviewed

by Gallagher� No experimental values were available for the gold-

alloy systems or for the aluffiin�m-zinc systemc Table 2 summarizes

the experiment?l and �alculated values in the case of the pure

metal. The experimental information consists of the best values

from Gallagher.9

TABLE 2

STACKING FAULT �NERGIES OF PURE MS'l'ALS

_M_E_T_A_L C�A:;.._;LC UL...."A-"'-'l'=S.;;...D ..::;E�X.;;..::P_:.:.£�'R IfvU�N TAL

Copper

Gold

- 31. 72

-23.66

55

5;0

Silver -11. 95 31.7

Aluminum 200
---------------------------------------- ---------

251.04
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A. Pure Metals

Blandin et 'al6 have s ugg e s t o d that the problems of treat �.n8' t n e

noble metals by pseudopotential tneory might be solved by simply

reversing the si�n of the coefficient ol, in equation (8).

this device to the values in Table 2, the agre�ment is close, with

the calculated values being a bit lower than the experimental.

However, the trends of the stac�inG fault cner�ies within the

noble metals are similar in the calculated and experimental values

if the 8i�n reversal is adopted.

B. ��terial Constant

The alloy syot-:li1::> how e v e r , pr ov i.d e the test c f the mo c e I a n d

here the results are completely hopeless. All three noble metals

exhibited very similar curves (Figures VI - XII) indicating a stron�

family resemblence. Furthermore, the curve for Copper-Zinc, (Figure

XII) shows the same results as found by Leribaux� The differences

in the c�lculated energy is mainly one of magnitude rather than

shape. The Copoer systems show the largest amplitude followed by

Gold and then Silver. The magnitude of the energy is determined by

value of 'a' or 'a" in equations 9 and 10. Furthermore, if the

curves for silver and gold, two metals with similar atomic volumes,

are compared, it is easily seen tnat the pseudopotential is the

controlling factor in determining the amplitude of the curves. It

is interestin� to note that the ordering of magnitude with respect

to amplitude on th� calculated curves� is the same as the order of

':?3-



the experimental values of Table 2. Since this magnitud2 is based

on the pseudopotential, it is likely that the pseudopotential conc�pt

could be used to explain differences in the stackin� fault pnergy of

, alloys.

C • C h aract p r is t i c .s ha� u n c L ion s_

It is the general shape of the curves nowever, that is t ue rIIOa t

distressing problem. The t ne o r y predicts that the shape function

of equation 10, �� will determine the general trend of the curves.

As can be seen by comparing the shape function plot (Fi�ure XIII)

with the other curves, the shape is indeed dominated by ¢. Further-

more, a kink exists in all the curves at l = Z = 1.14 as noted by
c

'

Leribaux? This kink is inherent in the calculations and fails to

appear anywhere in the experimental curves.

D. Conclusions

Therefore, it would se�m that the second order pseudopotnetial

theory as presented here fails not only for copper as s ug r.e s t e d by

Leribaux7, but for noble metals in general. Also, wnile chan�in�

the sign of the � constant (equation 7) may produce results in

fairly close agreement w i.t n the experimental values for the p u r e

metals, it fails for the alloy systems. The curve shapes of the

noble metal-alloy systems resembles in no way the experimental

values and a mere reversal of sign is insignificant in eliminating

the problem. Hather, the problem seems to be inherent in the

calculation of the charnteristic shape function.
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AFPl::NDIX I

BASIC COI'1PUTER PROGRAM F'OK CALCULATING STACtU:JG FAULT I�N}t�;{:JIiCS

. 10 REM A CALCULATION OF STACKING F�ULT ENE�3I�S

20 REM TEXAS A&fvl UNIV2RSI'n U�I;�K0RA:CUArb� FC:;l.] O'/,�) PROGRAr-1

30 RSM SPRING 1977
40 REM G�NE CM,ldlCK--NUCLEAR �NGINLCiRING

50 RSH

60 REM

70 REM

80 KEM

90 l�EM K8=uUTPUT UNIT NUfB.t;�

100 �EN Z=ELLCTRON/ATO:1 �ATIO

110 REM M=CRITICAI Z

120 REM Wl=PSEUDOPOr�NTIAL OF BASE METAL

130 REM W2=PSEUDOFOT�NTIAl OF ALlOYING EL�MENT

140 REM W3=PS�UDOPOT�NTIAL AVERAGE FOR ALLOY

150 REM G=G(2K)=SELF CONSISTENT �CR��NIN3 FUNCTION

160 RSM K=WAVE NUMB�R

170 REM C=CONCiNTRATION OF BASE METAL

180 R�I'1 p=:PI

190 HEM �=ALPHA
200 �EM A=SMALL A

210 RSM R=SMALL GAMMA

220 QSH B1= A-P2H'lE F02 Z (ZC
230 REM T=THETA FOR Z)ZC
240 REM S=TH2TA FOR Z<ZC
250 REM V=PHI F0R Z<�C
260 �EM 01=OMESA=ATOMIC VOlUMS OF THE BA3E METAL

270 i.�2M 02=OivjSGA==ATOInc VOJ_Ui'/,E OF AI tOYINJ SU�i"ENT

280 Rr=�·1 03:::: Drl.s,3A= AV i:�AG� ATOHIC VOLUi"i:� OF THf� ALLOY

290 REM J(Z)=STACKING FAULT GNEHGY

300 REM

310 R8r1

320 ��M ALL INPUT MUST BE IN ATOMIC UNITS

330 REM

340 ,�EM

350 DISP "�NT��R OUTPUT UNIT NUrv'"lB�R";
360 INPUT K8
370 DISP "1�N1\�R AT. VOL. OF BASE METAL";
380 INPUT 01

390 DISP "PSEUl)OPOT£NTIAL OF' BASE METAL";
400 lNPUT WI
410 DISP "ENTER VAL,�NCE OF BASS METAL";
420 IN rU1' N1

l�30 DISP ":'�NTr�R AT. VOL. OF ALLOY ELEMENT";
L+40 INPUT 02

450 DISP "PSEUliOPOT/.+_;NT,IAL OF AlLOY";
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460 INPUT W2

470 DISP "�NTER VAL2NC ,; OF All.OY ELSt'18N'l''';
480 INPUT N2

490 DISP "�NTt;,� G(2K)";
500 INDUT G

510 P=3.141592654
520 M=1.14

,530 DIM J(I)O)
540 DIM V(6)
550 DIM l�$ ( 1 )
560 DISP "�NTER 13()UND;H£S OF Z, STEP";
570 INPUT E,D,H
580 FOR Z=E TO D STEP H

590 C=(Z-N2)/(NI-N2)
600 03=C*OI+(I-C)*02
610 K=(3*Pt2 *Z/03)1(1/3)
620 W3=C*W1+(I-C)*W2
630 Q=(72*P13*Zt2*W3t2)/«2*P*K-G)t2)
640 IF Z <= M THEN 800

650 T=5.67*(zt(2/3)-Mt(2/3»tO.5
660 A= ( Q *' K l'2 ) * ( (1- ( ( N / Z ) 1'( 2 /3 ) ) ) t J • 5) 1 ( (2 ,. F )t 3 * Zf 2 )

670 IF T«2*P/3) THEN 720
680 IF T< (4*P/3) THEN 700

690 IF T«2*P) THEN 740
700 F=P-T

710 GO TO 760
720 F=-T

730 GO TO 760
740 F=(2*P)-T
750 B3=-LOG(2*(ABS(SIN«T+(4*p/3»)/2»»

760 B2=-LOG(2*(ABS(SIN(T+(2*P/3»/2»»

770 R=«(3) 0.5)/6)*(S3-B2)+(0.5*F)
780 J(Z)=A*R
790 GO TO 880
800 Bl=(Q*K12)*«(M/Z)t(2/3)-I)tO.5)/«2*P)13*Zf2)

810 S=5.67* «M1'(2/3)-Z't(2/3) )to.5)
820 u=o

830 FOR N=2 TO 6
840 V(N)=Bl*(ExP(-N*S»/(N 2)
850 NEXT N

860 U=-2*V(2)+3*V(3)-5*v(5)+6*v(6)
870 J(Z)=u
880 J(z)=J(Z)*1556194.021
890 FOR N=O TO 6 STEP 0.1

900 IF Z=I+N THEN 930
910 NEXT N

920 GO TO 940
930 WR I TE ( K8 ,

* ) "// z= " ; Z; G AMMk::: " ; J ( Z) ;
" ERGS/SQ. C iVl"

940 NEXT Z

950 END
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